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ABSTRACT

Accurately calculating the surface radiation budget of a groomed ski run is crucial when determining snow

surface temperature and other snow-related variables, knowledge of which is important for ski racing.

Downwelling longwave radiation can compose a large part of the surface radiation budget in mountainous

terrain. At a location on a ski run, a portion of the downwelling longwave radiation comes from the sky and

a portion comes from tall evergreen trees. Infrared photographs taken during daytime at a ski run onWhistler

Mountain, British Columbia, Canada, for a clear-sky day in February 2012 show that trees can enhance the

downwelling longwave radiation at the center of the ski run considerably, with a maximum estimated en-

hancement of 75.6 6 16.8Wm22 for trees in direct sunlight. The average needle and trunk brightness tem-

peratures from the IR photographs were correlated with measured meteorological data. Regressions were

found to allow estimation of longwave radiation from trees using nearby routine meteorological data. Absolute

errors in tree longwave radiation estimations using the derived trunk and needle temperatures did not exceed

4Wm22. The effect of the intervening air upon longwave radiative transfer between trees and the point of

interest on the ski run was found to be small for these very short pathlengths of 50m or less. These results can be

used to improve calculations of the surface radiation budget of a groomed ski run under clear skies.

1. Introduction

Let us consider a snow-covered, groomed, and com-

pacted ski run, knownas a ski piste, onwhich tall evergreen

trees border two sides of a slope (Fig. 1). Downwelling

longwave radiation comes from a hemisphere of direc-

tions to reach a unit area in the center of the ski piste and

can be measured by an upward-looking radiometer. For

that same unit area, the sky downwelling longwave ra-

diation can be reduced considerably because the full

hemisphere may be blocked by trees, terrain, or other

objects. Longwave irradiance from these objects may

locally enhance total incoming irradiance, however (Pl€uss

and Ohmura 1997; Sicart et al. 2006). Trees, such as

the evergreens that border the ski piste, can be much

warmer than the effective brightness temperature of the

sky (Spittlehouse et al. 2004), especially under sunny,

clear-sky conditions; thus, the trees emit a larger amount

of longwave radiation per unit area. It is therefore not

surprising that the longwave radiation received at the ski

piste can be greatly modified by the bordering trees.

a. Downwelling longwave radiation from trees

This case study assumes that all of the reduction in sky

downwelling longwave radiation is a result of the trees

bordering the ski piste (see Fig. 2). For an upward-

looking radiometer, the sky-view factorVs is the fraction

of hemisphere occupied by sky and the tree-view factor

Vt is the remaining fraction of the hemisphere occupied

by trees (Vs 1 Vt 5 1).

The total downwelling longwave flux contribution from

the trees received at the snow surface LY
t can be de-

scribed by the following equation:

LY
t 5Vt(«tsT

4
t trF 1 «asT

4
a ) , (1)

where «t is the tree emissivity,s5 5.673 1028Wm22K24

is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, Tt is the effective

absolute temperature of the trees, trF is the flux trans-

mittance along the path of radiation, «a is the flux

emissivity of the intervening air between the trees and

snow surface (equal to 1 2 trF), and Ta is the absolute
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air temperature. We define the flux transmittance as

trF 5 e2tF , where tF 5 (5/3)krDs includes the diffusivity

factor (Petty 2006), k is the mass extinction coefficient,

r is the absolute humidity of the intervening air, and Ds
is the pathlength. Note that Ta must not be confused

with the effective sky temperature, which includes the

cold temperatures of the upper atmosphere for clear

skies. Namely, Eq. (1) incorporates the effect of the near-

surface air between the trees and the snow surface on

the transmission of tree longwave radiation (see ‘‘path

effects’’ in Fig. 1).

If the effect of the air between the trees and the snow

surface is neglected, then the longwave irradiance in

snow-covered environments can be misestimated (Pl€uss

and Ohmura 1997). Since water vapor is the single most

important absorber in the IR band (Petty 2006), the ef-

fect depends strongly upon the humidity of the inter-

vening air, as well as the air temperature. In general, if

the air temperature between the trees and the point of

interest is higher than the temperature of the trees, the

radiance received at the point of interest will be greater

than the blackbody radiance of the trees (Pl€uss and

Ohmura 1997). In the appendix, we address the impor-

tance of this effect over very short pathlengths such as

the width of a ski run (,50m).

Staley and Jurica (1970) calculated values of flux emis-

sivities for water vapor at Ta 5 2108C and Ta 5 208C,
from which values of k can be derived. These are also

calculated and discussed in the appendix, along with es-

timates of the resulting change in longwave radiation.

b. Tree temperatures

Tree temperature is less commonly measured than air

temperature and other meteorological variables, and

therefore a relationship between the two is useful for

estimating the thermal contributions from trees. Leuzinger

et al. (2010) studied tree-canopy temperatures in an ur-

ban environment, for coniferous species like those found

on ski pistes. They found that tree-canopy temperature

was about 18C higher than ambient air temperature.

Their measurements were taken on a cloud-free day

around solar noon to minimize shading, when high air–

canopy temperature differences might be expected.

Leaf boundary layer resistance to heat is roughly

proportional to the square root of the width of the leaf

(T. A. Black 2012, personal communication). Therefore,

because of their larger dimensions, broad leaves have

relatively high boundary layer resistances and emit more

longwave radiation than do needles under the same solar

irradiance (Jarvis et al. 1976). Air–leaf temperature dif-

ferences of 108–158C have been found for broad leaves.

Conifer needles have small boundary layer resistances

(Martin et al. 1999; Jarvis et al. 1976), leading to a rapid

exchange of sensible heat and a large heat transfer. This

situation results in a close coupling between needle and

air temperatures (Jarvis et al. 1976), and it has fre-

quently been assumed that conifer needle temperatures

rarely differ from air temperature by more than 18C
(Angell and Miller 1994; Jarvis et al. 1976; Kaufmann

1984; Tan et al. 1978). Measurements by Rutter (1967)

and Vanderwaal and Holbo (1984) support this assump-

tion, despite the difficulty in accurately measuring needle

temperature (Perrier 1971).

Yamaoka (1958) found that with an incoming solar

irradiance of 700Wm22 (this is the approximate maxi-

mum top-of-atmosphere solar irradiance for a midlatitude

site near the end of February), an air temperature of

208C, and a relative humidity of 60%, air–needle tem-

perature differences exceeded 62.58C only at wind

speeds of less than 1m s21. At a wind speed of 2m s21,

the magnitude of the air–needle temperature differ-

ence was less than 18C. For conifers, the assumption

of an air–needle temperature difference of magnitude

08–18C seems reasonable. This assumption is confirmed

in section 3c.

Additional insight can be gained from radiation

studies under quasi-uniform forest canopies. The long-

wave radiation can be partitioned between a sky-view

FIG. 1. Schematic showing ski piste with reduced sky view from

trees, summarizing the processes examined in this case study.Here,

IRsky, IRneedles, and IRtrunks refer to infrared radiation emitted by

sky, tree needles, and tree trunks, all of which contribute to the

total downwelling longwave flux at the snow surface; ‘‘path effects’’

refers to the effect of the intervening air between the trees and the

snow surface on the amount of longwave radiation received rela-

tive to that emitted.
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component (Price and Petzold 1984) and a canopy-view

component, which is analogous to the tree-view com-

ponent here. Despite the difference in geometry, which

is generally simpler for a ski slope, the major sources of

longwave radiation are identical: sky, trees, and snow.

Pomeroy et al. (2009) examined whether forest can-

opy warming enhances longwave radiation to snow and

determined that the correct estimation of canopy tem-

perature is essential. Likewise, it is essential to de-

termine the effective brightness temperature of the trees

on either side of a ski piste when calculating longwave

radiation at the snow surface. Also, sunlit and nonsunlit

trees have different radiative contributions. Sicart et al.

(2004) showed that for low sun angles, cloudy environ-

ments, or shaded trees there is little opportunity for the

tree temperature to differ from the air temperature, yet

in sunny environments the increase in direct shortwave

radiation received by trees can increase the longwave

irradiance from the trees to the snow by up to 30Wm22.

Tree trunks receiving direct insolation were found to

be substantially warmer than the air and needle-branch

temperatures. Needle temperatures were sometimes

slightly warmer than air temperature. The largest differ-

ences occurred with strong insolation to discontinuous

canopies, where sunlight was not extinguished until far

down within the canopy or at the ground surface: the

latter case is analogous to a ski piste where the sunlight

entering through the clear-cut of the piste can illumi-

nate the side of exposed trunks and branches. In general,

studies that modeled tree-trunk temperatures show that

incident insolation is an important consideration (Derby

and Gates 1966; Potter and Andresen 2002); therefore, it

is included in this case study.

Pomeroy et al. (2009) also showed that, by considering

air, tree-trunk, and needle-branch temperatures sepa-

rately, it is possible to reduce themean bias in calculated

incoming longwave radiation by up to fourfold relative

to simply assuming that mean canopy temperature is

equal to the air temperature. They use an unexplained

but reasonable atmospheric emissivity of 0.6 for clear

skies and 0.98 for vegetation emissivity, but the improve-

ment between the two cases is still credible. For a groomed

FIG. 2. For a skier going downslope, these photographs show (a) trees to the skier’s right, (b) trees to the skier’s left,

and the view looking (c) back uphill and (d) downhill at RCWhistler. The photographs were taken in different years

than that of this case study and under different conditions but are included to support the assumption that the

reduction in sky-view factor at RC Whistler is mostly due to trees. [The photographs were taken by the authors at

Whistler Mountain in February 2009 for (a) and April 2008 for (b)–(d).]
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ski run that has been cut through subalpine trees, it can

be the case that tree trunks, branches, and needles are

simultaneously visible along the ‘‘wall’’ of trees on ei-

ther side of the piste, and therefore these should be

considered as separate objects.

Tree emissivity varies with species (Leuzinger et al.

2010) mostly as a result of the differing components of

the tree (e.g., leaves, branches, and trunk). It is fre-

quently taken as unity (Leuzinger et al. 2010; Jarvis et al.

1976; Spronken-Smith and Oke 1998) since data are

often unavailable for a particular species. For the co-

niferous forest canopy, Dirmhirn (1964) gives a value of

«t 5 0.97, and Rutter (1968) claims that this small dif-

ference from unity can lead to important differences in

the emission of thermal radiation. A simple calculation

shows that for tree temperatures ranging from 2108 to
108C the difference in longwave radiation emitted when

applying an emissivity of 0.97 versus using unity ranges

from 8.2 to 10.9Wm22. These values are not exceed-

ingly large but could be significant to the energy balance.

A range of «t 5 0.94–0.99 is given by Idso et al. (1969)

for the emissivity of leaves among differing species, but

measured values used for coniferous needles are hard to

find in the literature. Jarvis et al. (1976) give values of

0.95–0.97 by drawing an analogy with the measured

emissivity of broad-leaved trees and herbs (Gates and

Tantraporn 1952). Since a blackbody is rarely exactly

realized (Petty 2006), and for all of the above reasons,

we will use «t 5 0.97 for tree emissivity throughout this

study.

2. Methods

For the purposes of this case study, the trees are di-

vided into two main categories: tree trunks and tree

needles (needles include branches and all material that

is not trunk). The relationship between each of these

and air temperature has been examined with field mea-

surements, which are described next.

a. Site and data description

Data have been collected at a site identified as ‘‘RC

Whistler’’ (508501600N, 12285704100W) on Whistler Moun-

tain in the southwest coastal mountain range of British

Columbia, Canada; RC Whistler is in the subalpine of

a recreational ski area, situated on a ski piste. For a skier

facing downslope at the site, views showing trees to the

skier’s right and left and uphill and downhill from the site

are shown in Figs. 2a–d, respectively. These photographs

justify the assumption that most of the reduction in sky-

view is due to trees at this site. Elevation at this point is

1335m MSL. RC Whistler is an open active piste during

winter with skiers and snowboarders during the day and

Snowcat-type grooming machines at night. Skier safety

precluded any permanent structures on the piste; hence,

all measurements reported here use handheld/portable

instruments.

A handheld FLIR Systems, Inc., E40 infrared (IR)

digital camera was used to digitally record the temper-

ature of different longwave radiation sources at RC

Whistler. The camera has a field of view (FOV) of 258 3
198 and an accuracy of 62% (up to 68C for this case

study), with a spectral range of 7.5–13mm. A visible

image is recorded at the same time as the IR image; the

visible lens has an FOV of 538 3 418 to provide context

for the IR image.

There are five parameters that can be input, either on

the camera before the image is taken or in the analysis

software afterward, to correct the temperatures that are

output (160 3 120 image resolution 5 19 200 tempera-

ture values per image). The FLIR software outputs the

temperature of each pixel. The five input parameters are

1) the emissivity of the object being photographed,

2) the reflected apparent temperature (8C) to correct the

longwave reflectivity [Radiation from surround-

ing terrestrial objects is reflected by the object of

interest into the camera lens and can affect the

measurement. This effect is mostly important when

the object emissivity is low and the object temperature

differs substantially from the reflected temperature.

Objects considered in this study have relatively high

emissivities (.0.7) and the environment in which the

photographs are taken sees the same or very similar

objects in all directions.],

3) the air temperature between the camera and the

object (8C) as measured with a thermistor contained

in a Nielsen–Kellerman Co. Kestrel 4000 Pocket

Weather Tracker (hereinafter referred to as the

Kestrel) with an accuracy of 618C,
4) the relative humidity (RH;%) of the air between the

camera and the object as measured with a capacitive

sensor (also part of the Kestrel) with an accuracy of

63%, and

5) the distance between the camera and the object (m)

as measured with a Nikon Corporation Forestry Pro

LaserRangefinder, which has an accuracy of60.46m

for ranges up to 90.5m and 60.91m for ranges from

91 to 457m.

From the center of the ski piste at RC Whistler, pho-

tographs were taken with the IR camera around a full

azimuth circle, with overlapping edges to be certain that

no major source of longwave radiation was omitted. The

rangefinder was used to ensure repeatability of mea-

surements (i.e., standing in the same location for each set

of photographs). The first azimuth circle of photographs
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was taken with an approximate elevation angle of 08,
relative to the slope of the ski piste. The process was

repeated for increasing elevation angles until all terres-

trial sources of longwave radiation were captured, most

of which were trees.

The sky was photographed for comparison, mostly in

pictures that also included trees. The sky condition

across all photographs is clear skies. For this case study

at RCWhistler, three sets of photographs were taken on

3 February 2012. One full set of photographs captures all

of the trees (and terrain) in the upper-hemispheric view

above a plane level with the piste, some of the sky, and

some of the ski slope itself. These photographs show the

brightness temperatures of different tree components

and of the sky under various conditions as described in

section 2b. The rangefinder was also used to find the

average width of the ski run at RC Whistler, which is

45.8m.

The following data were also observed manually at

the beginning and end of each set of photographs: air

temperature and RH from the Kestrel; wind speed from

the propeller anemometer contained in the Kestrel,

with accuracy of63%; approximate wind direction (i.e.,

up/down/across the slope from the ribbon telltale at-

tached to the Kestrel); cloud cover, cloud type, and

approximate cloud height(s); precipitation/fog (mea-

surements with the IR camera will be affected because

radiation will be received from precipitation and fog

particles rather than from trees and other terrestrial

objects of interest); sun on snow/trees (also observed in

digital camera images); and piste snow surface condi-

tions (groomed/hard packed/soft packed/fresh powder/

dry/moist/melting).

These data will be used to investigate the relationship

between air temperature and the temperature of dif-

ferent tree components (trunks and needles). A Taylor

Precision ProductsCo. 806E4Ldigital temperature probe

(accuracy of 618C) was hung in the shade on a nearby

tree at least 1m from the trunk and was read manually

just before and after every photograph set. This gave six

data points from the probe that were used to validate the

Kestrel air temperature measurements.

b. Data analysis

Infrared camera pictures were studied by eye to iden-

tify whether different tree components did in fact have

different effective brightness temperatures and to com-

pare themwith other sources of radiation such as the sky.

Figure 3 shows pairs of visible and IR photographs taken

looking uphill and toward the trees on a skier’s right at

RC Whistler. Photographs were taken on 3 February

2012, when the average air temperature was 3.68C with

clear skies and a light, consistent downslope wind. No

precipitation fell on this day.

FIG. 3. (top) Visible-light photographs and (bottom) their paired (case pairs are referred to by their corresponding letter labels)

IR photographs taken at RC Whistler, including trees, sky, and ski piste, under clear skies, as described in Table 1. All photographs are

looking in approximately the same direction for comparison. Note that the temperature scale on each IR picture is different since it is set

by the FLIR software for each picture individually. On the scale in the IR photographs, white is warmer and black is colder. (The

photographs were taken by the authors at Whistler Mountain for the case-study day of 3 Feb 2012.)
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Each photograph is described in Table 1. For the IR

photographs, pixel temperature was extracted using

FLIR software. The ‘‘distance between camera and

object’’ parameter in the software was set to zero to

remove the built-in distance-correction algorithm for

absorption/emission by air along the path, and the ob-

ject emissivity was set to 1. Both of these parameters

are corrected in the postanalysis.

A histogram of the temperatures from all pixels in

each IR photograph was used to identify frequency

maxima, the temperatures of which were matched with

objects in the photograph (tree trunks, needles, ski piste,

etc.). This procedure allowed the average temperature

of these objects to be calculated and allowed different

emissivities to be applied to different objects (trees and

sky). Figure 4 (bottom) shows the histogram for IR

photograph A from Fig. 3. Also plotted in Fig. 4 is the

array of pixel temperatures (top-left panel) and the

same data contoured by thresholds, to verify that these

peaks are placed well (top-right panel).

A sensitivity test was conducted to assess how the

average temperatures of objects varied with a changing

averaging threshold. When varying the thresholds by

18C, the changes in average object temperature are at

least one order of magnitude smaller than the observed

differences between object temperatures. Note that

the measurement of sky temperature is limited by the

FLIR camera, which cannot be calibrated below2408C.
Measurements below2408C are truncated to this value.

Where measured sky temperatures are used in the data

analysis, the temperatures were greater than2408C, and
therefore results are not affected by any truncation.

Needle and trunk temperatures were measured and

extracted as described above for each photograph in

every direction. Raw output from the IR camera was

adjusted to remove the effects of the intervening air

using measurements of air temperature and humidity

(see section 1a). The maximum adjustment to needle

temperature was 0.18C. The maximum adjustment to

trunk temperature was 3.08C. Direct insolation onto an

idealized cylindrical tree trunk at the center of the ski

TABLE 1. Cases illustrated by photographs in Fig. 3, for the

RC Whistler site at 508501600N, 12285704100W.

Photograph

reference

Time

taken

(PST)

Date

(2012)

Trees in

sun or

shade

Snow

on

trees

Sky

condition

A 1012 3 Feb Shade No Clear

B 1059 3 Feb Sun and

shade

No Clear

C 1308 3 Feb Sun No Clear

FIG. 4. (top left) Plotted temperature array of IR photographA from Fig. 3, (top right) the same data contoured by

the chosen thresholds to indicate that they isolate the features claimed (trunks, needles, piste, and sky), and (bottom)

histogram of the same data that were used to identify the frequency maxima.
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piste was also calculated by using equations from Howard

and Stull (2011) and Potter and Andresen (2002).

One goal of this analysis is to quantify the thermal

contributions from trees for RC Whistler under clear

skies. We do this for direct sunlight in the middle of the

day to estimate a hypothetical maximum enhancement

for this case study. For a flat surface, the incoming long-

wave radiative flux from the sky LY
s can be written as

LY
s 5 «ssT

4
s , (2)

where «s is an effective sky emissivity, s 5 5.67 3
1028Wm22 K24 is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and

Ts is an effective absolute temperature of the sky. Sky

emissivity has been shown to vary from approximately

0.7 for a clear sky in alpine environments (Kuhn 1987) to

approximately unity for an overcast sky.

There are a number of parameterizations available

that use screen-height measurements of air temperature

and vapor pressure to calculate clear-sky emissivity and

an effective sky emissivity that is based on fractional

cloud cover. Sedlar and Hock (2009) present a compre-

hensive review of the parameterizations. In general,

clear-sky emissivity scattered around 0.7, consistent with

several other studies (Konzelmann et al. 1994; Kuhn

1987; Marty and Philipona 2000), and therefore sky

emissivity was set to 0.7 for this case study.

By considering the weighted thermal contributions

from sky [Eq. (2)] and trees [Eq. (1)], the total down-

welling longwave radiation at the surface of the ski run

LY can be expressed as

LY5Vs«ssT
4
s 1Vt«tsT

4
t , (3)

and further as

LY5Vs«ssT
4
s 1Vt«ts[ fTT

4
tr 1 (12 fT)T

4
n] , (4)

where fT is the trunk fraction, defined as the fraction of

the ‘‘walls’’ of trees that is trunk; Ttr is the absolute trunk

temperature; and Tn is the absolute needle temperature.

Accurate estimation of the sky-view factor is crucial for

accurate estimates of LY (Sicart et al. (2006). According

to Pl€uss and Ohmura (1997), the error from calculating

the incoming longwave radiation as in Eq. (3) is similar

to the error assumed for radiation instruments, assuming

isotropic radiance from the sky and terrain. The sky-

view factor for this case study is calculated from M€uller

and Scherer (2005):

Vs 5
1

N
�
N

i51

(12 sinuh,f
i
) , (5)

where uh,fi
is the horizon-elevation angle computed or

measured for N discrete azimuth angles fi, i 5 1, N.

Larger N gives a more accurate sky-view factor. Using

a theodolite survey (Howard and Stull 2011) withN5 72

(every 58 azimuth), the sky-view factor at RC Whistler

has been calculated as Vs 5 0.65. The error associated

with this calculation is considered in section 3b.

To estimate the potential downwelling longwave en-

hancement due to trees for this case study atRCWhistler,

the IR photograph with the greatest temperature dif-

ference between trees (needles and trunks) and sky was

selected by using the histogram analysis described above.

Using these measured trunk, needle, and sky tempera-

tures, the total downwelling longwave radiation was

calculated using Eq. (4). This is intended to quantify the

potential longwave enhancement due to trees on a sunny

day in February at RC Whistler.

Given that the needles and trunks can be clearly seg-

regated by their temperatures in the histogram analysis

for photograph C (not shown), the trunk fraction can be

calculated as 0.12. The photographs for case C show just

a small part of all of the trees at RCWhistler, and so it is

possible that fT is larger than this. Needles make up the

largest proportion of the walls of evergreen trees at RC

Whistler, as seen in Figs. 2 and 3, and it is unlikely that fT
is greater than 0.5, and therefore this value was chosen as

an upper bound.

The total downwelling longwave radiation was cal-

culated as described above for sky view ranging from

0 to 1 and for fT ranging from 0 to 0.5, in increments of

0.1. The trunk and needle emissivity was set to 0.97. The

thermal calculations including trees are compared with

the case with sky only for the same effective sky tem-

perature but with no trees (i.e., Vs 5 1) to establish the

relative importance of including the trees. Results are

reported in section 3a.

A second goal of this analysis is to find parameteri-

zations for needle and trunk temperatures, assuming

they should be treated separately, that use routine me-

teorological data. This goal is practically important

since meteorological measurements are generally more

widely available than measurements of tree tempera-

ture. The corrected object temperatures from all pho-

tographs taken on 3 February 2012 were analyzed with

concurrent meteorological data, and the results are

discussed in section 3c.

3. Results

a. Observations

All IR photographs in Fig. 3 show that the sky is much

colder than the tree trunks and needles. Infrared pho-

tograph C has diffuse and direct sunlight shining on the

trees, and tree trunks are clearly identified as the warmest
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objects. Photographs A and B have the trees in the shade

and show a much more uniform tree temperature across

needles and trunks.

Figure 5, which is based upon the histogram analysis

that is described in section 2b, displays the average

brightness temperature of different objects in photograph

pairs A–C. In all cases, needles and trunks are warmer

than the sky, supporting the findings of Spittlehouse et al.

(2004). The maximum brightness temperature difference

between needles and sky is 33.48C, and that between

trunks and sky is 47.68C (photograph C) when the sky is

clear and there is direct sunlight on the trees. This result

translates into differences in emitted longwave radiation

of 180.5 and 251.3Wm22, respectively, calculated with

«s 5 0.7 and «t 5 0.97.

In the case of direct sunlight and clear sky, the trunk

average brightness temperature reaches nearly 178C
(Fig. 5). This indicates a potentially significant source of

radiation but is reduced by considering fT.

Photograph C shows the greatest brightness temper-

ature difference between trees (needles and trunks) and

sky. The trees are in direct sunlight at this time [1308

Pacific standard time (PST)], which is only 42min after

the maximum solar radiation input on 3 February 2012

[using equations from Howard and Stull (2011)]. This is

the justification for using measurements from this pho-

tograph to estimate an approximatemaximum bound on

the longwave radiative contribution from trees for this

case study.

The difference between the total downwelling long-

wave radiation from sky alone and the total downwelling

longwave including trees and varying Vs from 0 to 1, as

described in section 2b, is given in Fig. 6. Assuming that

all of the reduction in sky view is due to trees on either

side of the ski run and using the measured sky-view

factor of 0.65 for RC Whistler, it is shown in Fig. 6 that

a considerable increase in downwelling longwave radi-

ation from 63.2Wm22 ( fT5 0) to 75.6Wm22 ( fT5 0.5)

is possible for this case study. Several errors associated

with this simplified model [Eq. (4)] need consideration

and are discussed next.

b. Error analysis

Equations (3) and (4) incorporate errors that are due to

1) estimation of the sky- and tree-view factor, 2) esti-

mation of the sky and tree emissivity, and 3) measure-

ments of tree (trunk and needle) and sky temperature.

The following list expands upon these three sources

of error.

1) Errors in theodolite measurements used to calculate

the sky-view factor at RC Whistler are difficult to

quantify. RC Whistler was surveyed at every 58 of
azimuth, resulting in discontinuities. We also made

the assumption that all of the reduction in sky view is

due to trees, when in reality there was a small number

of other objects (e.g., snow-covered rocks) contrib-

uting to the total downwelling longwave radiation. In

an attempt to quantify this situation, in addition to

showing results for the sky-view factor ranging from

0 to 1 in Fig. 6, we assumed an uncertainty of 628
for theodolite readings in each of the 72 azimuth

directions (see Howard and Stull 2011). Horizon-

elevation-angle readings were reported to 0.58 preci-
sion, and therefore we feel this estimate is reasonable.

FIG. 5. The average temperature of each ‘‘object’’ for cases A–C

shown in Table 1. FIG. 6. Plot showing difference between downwelling long-

wave radiation including trees (amount of trees signified by sky-

view factor Vs) and downwelling radiation for sky alone, for IR

photograph C. The different lines show how the difference varies

for different trunk fractions fT from 0 to 0.5, in 0.1 increments.

Factor Vs 5 0.65 at RC Whistler.
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The resulting uncertainty in the sky- and tree-view

factor is 60.03 (dimensionless).

2) Again, errors in sky and tree emissivity are difficult

to quantify since we chose values from the literature.

To incorporate the anisotropy of the sky and tree

radiation, and using ranges from the literature dis-

cussed here as guidance, we use «s 5 0.7 6 0.05 and

«t 5 0.97 6 0.03 (dimensionless).

3) The FLIR camera used to measure sky and tree

temperature reports an uncertainty of62% (;65K

for the absolute temperatures measured here).

We acknowledge that the first and second sources of

errors discussed above include assumptions, but none-

theless we include them for an estimate of the overall

error propagation. The resulting increase in down-

welling longwave radiation due to incorporating thermal

emissions from the surrounding trees is reported as

a possible range from 63.2 6 14.8Wm22 ( fT 5 0) to

75.6 6 16.8Wm22 ( fT 5 0.5) for this case study. Even

with this uncertainty, the overall increase in total down-

welling longwave radiation is substantial.

c. Parameterizations for needle and trunk
temperature

Infrared photograph C in Fig. 3 shows a large differ-

ence between trunk and needle brightness temperature

of 14.28C with direct sunlight and a sun elevation angle

of 22.58. There is no scattering because of clouds and no

snow on the branches. This picture was taken about

40min after solar noon with the sun directly behind the

photographer so that solar radiation is near maximum

for the day. The maximum temperature differences seen

here support the findings of Martin et al. (1999) and

Jarvis et al. (1976) that needles have low boundary layer

resistances for heat transfer while trunks do not.

Infrared photographs A and B corroborate this as-

sertion. The needles and trunks in photograph B cannot

easily be distinguished from each other where they are

in the shade. The sun is rising just above the local hori-

zon at this time and there are some needles in the sun

that are slightly warmer than the rest. There is no snow

on the needles and the sky is clear. Photograph A is

taken 47min earlier and the trunks are actually colder

than the needles. It is possible that warming has begun

from diffuse sunlight and heat is being more rapidly

transferred to the needles than the trunks.

In addition, the average brightness temperature of the

needles varies by only 3.48C across all three cases as

compared with a variation of 18.28C in the average trunk

brightness temperature. This small range in needle

temperature again implies rapid heat transfer to/from

the air for needles but not for trunks.

1) NEEDLE TEMPERATURE

For 3 February, there is a linear correlation between

air and needle temperature (Fig. 7; correlation coefficient

squared r2 5 0.85), with best fit given by

Tn5 1:201 0:93Ta , (6)

where Tn is needle temperature. This is found by using

measured needle temperatures from all photographs

and the concurrent air temperatures. Equation (6) is in

good agreement with Leuzinger et al. (2010). By adding

RH and wind speedUmeasurements in amultiple linear

regression, r2 improves slightly to 0.88:

Tn 5 17:921 0:22Ta2 0:18RH1 0:16U , (7)

where Ta is in degrees Celsius, RH is in percent, andU is

in meters per second.

The mean wind speed on 3 February 2012 is 2.2m s21.

Despite some solar radiation incident on the Kestrel on

this day, it seems that it was ventilated sufficiently by

the ambient wind to provide reasonable temperature

measurements, giving the linear relationship that was

observed and a somewhat normal distribution of air–

needle temperature difference (Fig. 8). The mean dif-

ference between the Kestrel and Taylor temperature

measurements on 3 February is 0.28C, also implying

reliable air temperature measurements.

With use of the Stefan–Boltzmann law with «t 5 0.97,

the mean absolute error (MAE) and root-mean-square

error (RMSE) in emitted longwave radiation are 3.65 and

4.60Wm22, respectively, as a result of the temperature

errors when using Eq. (6). By including the tree-view

FIG. 7. Air temperature vs needle temperature for 3 Feb 2012,

with the linear regression line (solid) and the 1:1 line (dashed)

shown.
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factor (0.35) and assuming all needles (no trunks) to es-

timate maximum error, these are each reduced to 1.28

and 1.61Wm22.

2) TRUNK TEMPERATURE

Trunk temperature was much more variable than nee-

dle temperature in general (standard deviations of 7.518
and 2.648C, respectively). For this reason, the data were

smoothed using a moving average with a window size of

approximately 5min. The window size is slightly variable

in time since the photographs were taken manually and

not at completely regular intervals. The estimated trunk

temperature is described by

Ttr 5 8:291 1:86Ta2 0:02RH1 1:55U , (8)

where Ttr is trunk temperature and the other variables

and units are as before. Figure 9 shows a reasonable

linear correlation (r2 5 0.86) between the estimated

trunk temperature and the smoothed trunk temperature

data for 3 February. The errors in emitted longwave

radiation as a result of the temperature errors (between

estimated and raw measured trunk temperature) were

calculated, with MAE 5 19.78Wm22 and RMSE 5
26.64Wm22. These values initially appear significant;

when once again the tree-view factor (0.35) and the

maximum trunk factor (0.5) are taken into consider-

ation, however, these errors are reduced to 3.46 and

4.66Wm22, respectively. Adding incident solar radia-

tion to the regression made the trunk temperature esti-

mate much worse, with r25 0.12. Figure 10 suggests that

FIG. 8. (a) Wind speed vs air temperature and (b) wind speed vs air–needle temperature difference for 3 Feb 2012.
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the solar influence has been captured by the other var-

iables already in the regression.

There are other factors that contribute to the imperfect

correlations seen here. The definition of ‘‘needles’’ here

assumes that everything that is not trunk is needle. In

reality, this is not the case: there are smaller branches and

twigs as well as other plants. These other ‘‘objects’’ may

not have small boundary layer resistances like needles do

and may, therefore, not transfer heat as efficiently.

4. Relationship to urban canyons

An analogy for a ski slope with tall trees on either side

is that of an urban canyon,with the buildings representing

the trees and the canyon floor representing the ski piste.

Nunez and Oke (1977) note that the most active surfaces

of an urban canyon change with time. The downwelling

longwave enhancement by trees estimated from mea-

surements at RC Whistler is for a special case for trees

in direct sunlight. The azimuth orientation of the RC

Whistler piste centerline is 2258, which means that for

3 February the sun shone on all trees at about 1505 PST.

A numerical study by Arnfield (1990) showed that

under clear skies the largest canyon wall irradiances

were found for the smallest aspect (height to width)

ratios in winter when the sun is low. This result is not

surprising since the sun has a much lower elevation an-

gle in winter and, therefore, a high angle of incidence to

a vertical surface, so long as it is not shadowed in a

canyon with a large aspect ratio.

ForRCWhistler, later in the daywhen the sun reaches

2258 azimuth (and all trees are in direct sunlight), the

solar angle of incidence to the trees is higher, implying

that the longwave enhancement from trees could be larger

than was estimated for this case study. This possibility

emphasizes that the orientation of a ski piste is important

in determining longwave enhancement as a result of in-

coming shortwave radiation under clear skies.

For this case study on 3 February 2012, the top-of-

atmosphere incoming shortwave radiation is calculated

as 540Wm22 [using equations from Howard and Stull

(2011)] at the time that IR photograph C was taken

(1308 PST). Just 1 month later (1 March), the maximum

top-of-atmosphere incoming shortwave radiation would

increase to approximately 740Wm22, potentially re-

sulting in warmer trunk, needle, and air temperatures

and, hence, greater longwave enhancement.

In addition, later in the winter when we expect larger

incident solar radiation for clear skies, the sun reaches

2258 azimuth at an earlier time of day, meaning the solar

heating effect could be even stronger. This effect is

likely counteracted by the solar elevation also being

larger earlier in the day and therefore reducing the angle

of incidence to the vertical trees, however. In general,

urban canyon studies suggest that the decreased sky-

view factor (for a center point on the urban canyon

floor) reduces the power of the sky as a radiative sink

(Nunez and Oke 1976) and, therefore, also as a source.

5. Conclusions

a. Summary

When calculating the total downwelling radiation for

a groomed ski piste, the enhancement of downwelling

FIG. 9. Estimate of tree-trunk temperature vs measured trunk

temperature for data from 3 Feb 2012, with 1:1 line (dashed)

shown. Black dots indicate raw trunk temperature data, and times

signs indicate smoothed trunk temperature data.

FIG. 10. Solar radiation incident on tree trunk vs trunk brightness

temperature. Black dots indicate raw trunk temperature data, and

times signs indicate smoothed trunk temperature data.
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longwave radiation from trees is significant in clear-

sky conditions, as expected. This case study suggests

that it is crucial to include the longwave radiation

emitted by trees for clear skies and when the trees are

in direct sunlight. For the beginning of February at RC

Whistler, a maximum longwave radiation enhance-

ment due to trees of 75.6 6 16.8Wm22 was estimated

for clear-sky conditions with no snow on the trees.

Later in winter, the longwave enhancement could be

larger in clear-sky conditions because of greater in-

coming shortwave radiation resulting in higher tree

temperatures.

When in direct sunlight, tree trunks can be signifi-

cantly warmer than needles and sky, thereby becoming

a potentially large source of longwave radiation. The

trunk fraction becomes important in this situation, and

the trunks must be treated separately from the needles

when determining longwave enhancement. The error in

neglecting the trunks is less than the error in neglecting

the trees altogether, however, because the trunk fraction

is small.

Air temperature measurements were found to be

sufficient to approximate needle temperature under

clear skies, since needles have low boundary layer re-

sistances. Estimates can be slightly improved by adding

measurements of relative humidity and wind speed in

a multiple linear regression.

A linear relationship between trunk temperature and

air temperature, relative humidity, and wind speed was

also found for clear skies. Adding in incident solar ra-

diation for the clear-sky case did not help, possibly be-

cause the solar effect was represented by the other

meteorological variables already in the regression. The

errors in emitted longwave radiation as a result of the

temperature errors between the trunk temperature es-

timate and raw measured data initially look large, but

the sky-view factor and trunk factor reduce them sig-

nificantly (tree-view factor3maximum trunk fraction5
0.35 3 0.5 5 0.175), making the relationship robust and

suitable for the purposes of this study.

b. Recommendations

On the basis of this case study, it is recommended that,

when approximating the downwelling longwave radia-

tion for a ski piste, the sky view must be calculated and

the longwave radiation from the trees must be included.

This is important for clear skies, sun on trees, and no

snow on trees.

For clear skies, equations similar to Eqs. (7) and (8)

can be used to calculate needle and trunk temperature,

respectively. If relative humidity and wind speed data

are not available, an equation similar to Eq. (6) can be

used for needle temperature with a small decrease in

accuracy. It is not recommended to use these relation-

ships in cloudy conditions.

In considering the effects of the air between the trees

and the ski piste (see the appendix), the choice of mass

extinction coefficient k is more crucial for warmer air

temperatures and higher humidities. For cold weather,

a value of k 5 0.3m2 kg21 is reasonable over the path-

length Ds 5 20m for this case-study site. The effect of

the air was found to be small over this pathlength. The

surface radiation and energy balance over snow are

notoriously difficult to calculate, however, and therefore

when relevant data are available to make these small

corrections to the incident longwave flux it is desirable

to include them.

c. Future work

More data, like those collected in this study, should be

gathered on overcast and cloudy days to determine

a relationship between tree (trunk and needle) tem-

perature and air temperature under these conditions.

There appears to be a gap in the literature regarding the

value of the water vapor mass extinction coefficient for

pathlengths from zero to tens of meters. This is perhaps

because there is less desire to calculate radiative transfer

over these short distances or because the effects of the

air are small for these pathlengths. Future work could

include flux emissivity measurements or modeling using

a rapid radiative transfer model to calculate the behav-

ior of k for distances from zero to tens of meters. Most

important, this work can be used to improve calculations

of the piste surface radiation budget and, in turn, the

surface heat budget. Such work is critically important for

calculating piste conditions relevant to ski racing, such

as the temperature of the snow surface and the snow

liquid water content. These variables are used by ski

technicians to make decisions about which skis to use

and how to wax them. It may be possible and is definitely

desirable, with input of atmospheric variables, to pro-

duce forecasts of snow-surface temperature from the

surface heat budget so that ski technicians have this

knowledge ahead of race time.
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APPENDIX

Effect of Humidity and Mass Extinction by Air on
Longwave Radiation from Trees to Piste

This appendix investigates whether air along the path

between the trees and the snow surface can significantly

modify the IR radiation reaching the piste from the

trees.

a. Calculations from the literature

Flux emissivities from Staley and Jurica (1970,

hereinafter SJ1970) are used along with typical values of

air temperature and relative humidity for RC Whistler to

study the effect of the intervening air on the longwave

radiation transmitted by the trees to the piste surface.

The inset in Fig. A1 shows values of mass extinction

k for water vapor derived from SJ1970 for Ta 5 2108C;
RH 5 50%, 75%, and 100%; and Ds 5 500m. SJ1970

show how flux emissivities vary with ‘‘water-vapor path

length’’ u, where u 5 ryDs; ry is absolute humidity, and

therefore Ds appears to vary with ry. Distances on the

order of the width of the ski piste at RC Whistler

(;50m) are important to this study.

These pathlengths are not covered by the SJ1970 de-

rived values of k, which have a lower limit in Ds (see

Fig. A1, inset). From the SJ1970 data for Ds5 0–500m,

RH5 50%–100%, and Ta52108C, the mean k value is

0.3m2 kg21. To validate this choice, the longwave flux

was calculated using Eq. (1) with k 5 0.3m2 kg21, for

Ta52108C andRH5 50%–100%, and forDs5 0–60m

(the ‘‘gap’’ in the SJ1970 values). This calculation gave

longwave radiation values that extend from the appro-

priate surface value (in the limit of Ds5 0m) and match

up well with longwave radiation values derived from

SJ1970 (not shown) for the longer pathlengths, as seen in

Fig. A1. It is possible that k continues to vary below the

lower limits of Ds in SJ1970, but investigation of such

behavior is outside the scope of this study.

b. Sensitivity tests

Two sensitivity tests were conducted to help to de-

termine the effect of air humidity and choice of k over

the path of longwave radiation. First, longwave radia-

tion was calculated with k5 0.3m2 kg21 for RH5 50%,

75%, and 100%, and for Ta varying from 2 108 to 208C
in 58C increments. Second, a range of values of k was

chosen on the basis of the data in Fig. A1 for short

pathlengths: k 5 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, and 0.35m2 kg21. For

the same air temperatures as in the first test, the long-

wave flux was calculated with these k values for RH 5
100%. Figure A2 shows the maximum difference in

longwave radiation for each air temperature as a result

FIG. A1. Mass extinction coefficient k vs pathlength Ds for Ta 5
2108C and RH 5 50%, 75%, and 100%. The zoomed inset shows

how k varies for short pathlengths, Ds 5 0–500m, and that the

literature values are not defined down to Ds 5 0m. The data are

derived from SJ1970.

FIG. A2. (a) The difference in longwave radiation transmitted by

trees over the ranges 0.20 # k # 0.35m2 kg21 and 50% # RH #

100% for varying air temperatures for Ds 5 20m, calculated using

Eq. (1) with Vt 5 1. (b) The difference between downwelling

longwave radiation from trees including the effects of the air over

Ds 5 20m and neglecting them (Ds 5 0m). When the air is in-

cluded, it is saturated (RH 5 100%) and k 5 0.3m2 kg21.
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of varying k and RH over the stated ranges, for Ds 5
20m, which is roughly the distance from the trees to the

center of the ski piste at RC Whistler.

To establish the error in longwave radiation from the

trees in the case in which appropriate measurements

were not available to include the effects of the air, the

flux was calculated with and without these corrections,

for k 5 0.3m2 kg21 and RH 5 100%. An RH of 100%

was chosen since this gives the maximum attenuation in

longwave radiation due to water vapor for each tem-

perature (i.e.,maximumpossible ry at each temperature).

Longwave radiation emitted from trees is calculated for

air temperatures from Ta 5 2 108C to Ta 5 208C (in 58C
increments) and for effective tree temperatures of Tt 5
Ta1 58Cwith an effective tree emissivity of «t5 0.97. The

rate at which the radiation attenuates per meter is pro-

portional to kry and does not depend upon the temper-

ature difference between the air and the trees.

c. Results

The sensitivity tests for k and RH showed that the

difference in longwave radiation due to varying these

over the ranges chosen approximately doubles for every

108C increase in Ta (Fig. A2a). In winter, when ski rac-

ing occurs, air temperature is usually below freezing.

Therefore, a maximum error of 0.55Wm22 would result

from varying k for pathlengths up to Ds 5 20m. The

same error is seen from varying RH between 50% and

100%. This result suggests that the choice of k is more

important for warmer (summer) air temperatures and

that it is more crucial to include the effects of the air for

higher humidities. For the cold temperatures in this

study, however, the precise value of k within the range

given is less important.

Figure A2b shows the difference in longwave radia-

tion from the trees between including the effects of the

air (for Ds 5 20m) and neglecting them (Ds 5 0m).

Again the error increases for higher temperatures. The

error in including the effects of air and using an incorrect

k value, within the bounds tested here, is always less

than that if the air effects are completely neglected.

Also, the errors in completely neglecting air effects are

one or two orders of magnitude smaller than the errors

in neglecting the longwave contribution from the trees

under clear skies.
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